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five election asks - May 2022
Enable cycling that is safe, convenient and for everyone in Brent.

brent

#ChooseCycling #ClimateSafeStreets

activate places

Protected
Protected space for cycling on major roads, identified as
priority routes in TfL’s current Strategic Cycling Analysis
and to latest quality standards. Road danger is the
biggest barrier to cycling and overlaps all other barriers
(age, gender, cultural and ability levels).
With cycle ownership in Brent at 32%, a 12% modal
share is achievable with the right infrastructure.

Make safe and inclusive Active Travel one of the criteria to
assess decisions made in Planning, Transport, Environment,
Health and Education.
Workplaces, including hospitals need active travel
outcomes to achieve the Council’s targets in policy and
strategy documents on decarbonisation and healthy streets
.

Brent Council must enable residents to
#ChooseCycling in a climate emergency.

Transport and how we move around the borough
impact on our health and daily lives.

cycle parking

children friendly
By 2024, each ward should have at least one Healthy
Neighbourhood trialled and delivered following good
design practice principles, evidence and meaningful
engagement.

Double the pace of cycle parking provision for both
short and long stays at residential, commercial,
corporate, hospital sites and places of education.

School streets, at every school,when possible, as part of
a coherent and inclusive network of safe walking and
cycling routes suitable for children.

Cycle parking must be inclusive, convenient and
cheaper than parking a car, so it is never cheaper or
easier in the borough to park a car than it is a cycle.

Children have a right to clean air, safe streets
and to live their lives free from preventable
illnesses.

Cycles

Removing one of the barriers to cycling and
reallocating parking spaces will lead to a more
equitable use of public space.

last mile
Provide logistics hubs on the outskirts of the borough to
enable last-mile deliveries by sustainable means, aiming
at a 25% reduction in freight vehicles going through
Brent.
Road freight is increasing and so are
road danger and pollution.

Remove the known barriers to unlock Brent's
true cycling potential for the benefits of all.
#ChooseCycling #ClimateSafeStreets

